Thank you to all of our generous donors. We wouldn’t be where we are without you. Please find the complete donor honor roll online.
DEAR LOYOLANS,

I am pleased to share an update with you on Loyola’s financial progress. As it has in recent years, Loyola continues to enjoy strong financial performance. In the fiscal year that ended June 30, 2013, the University generated an operating surplus of $30.9 million and an overall increase in net assets of $87.6 million. Funds from the operating surplus were set aside for future debt repayments and to establish quasi-endowments. The University spent approximately $200 million on capital expenditures—primarily at the Lake Shore Campus. Our endowment now stands at over $460 million, its highest ever, thanks to generous contributions from our donors and returns on investment.

We continue to work to make a Loyola education more accessible and affordable. Principal among those efforts is Access to Excellence: The Campaign for Scholarships, which has now reached the halfway mark of its $80 million goal. To date, donors have created 118 new scholarships as part of the campaign. Notable among those is a scholarship that honors Professor of Law Richard A. Michael, a new Mallinckrodt Scholars program at the Gannon Center for Women and Leadership, and the first endowed scholarships for dance and studio art students at the College of Arts and Sciences, among others. For more information, visit LUC.edu/scholarshipcampaign.

Our fundraising efforts for the John Felice Rome Center also continue to have an impact. The University has achieved $7.5 million toward the $12 million goal of Insieme per il Futuro, the campaign for the Rome Center. This fall, the John Felice Rome Center received a $1 million gift from Anthony F. Piazza II (JFRC ’62–’63), the largest current commitment in its history, which will support capital improvements at the Rome Center. For more information, visit LUC.edu/insieme.

Reflecting our continued growth and progress across all our campuses, Loyola moved up five spots in the latest U.S. News & World Report rankings to 101. This can be attributed to learning environment enhancements, an improved student-to-faculty ratio, an increase in the percentage of classes with fewer than 20 students, increased alumni giving to the University, and many other factors.

Thank you for your continued partnership with Loyola University Chicago. Together, we are making a bright future for our students and our community.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Garanzini, S.J.
President and CEO
Loyola University Chicago

“Thank you for your continued partnership with Loyola.”
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ACCESS TO EXCELLENCE:
THE CAMPAIGN FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

LUC.EDU/SCHOLARSHIPCAMPAIGN

ACHIEVED

$40 MILLION

GOAL

$80 MILLION

Since June 2010

118 ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS CREATED

A total of 325 now available

INSIEME PER IL FUTURO:
THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE JOHN FELICE ROME CENTER

LUC.EDU/INSIEME

ACHIEVED

$7.5 MILLION

GOAL

$12 MILLION

Since May 2010

FINANCES

(Capital Expenditures)

($ in millions)
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$597 $686 $900 $841 $138.9 $108.1 $113.4 $157.7 $200.9

Operations

($ in millions)
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Revenue $509.3

Expenses $478.4

Result $30.9

Endowment Value

($ in millions)

FY 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13

Return 20.5 16.6 13.7 19.5 5.0 12.4 21.7 1.1 12.1 10.1
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Ignatius Loyola was born in 1491 in Northern Spain. As the first General of the Society of Jesus, he composed thousands of letters to those following in his mission of educating youth, ministering to the sick, and serving the greatest needs of society. By 1773, his legacy had created more than 700 schools and 175 seminaries throughout the world. Today, millions of people from all corners of the globe are educated and have served in the Jesuit tradition that he established. Loyola referred to himself as a pilgrim, and he will forever be known for pioneering the vision for the Society of Jesus.
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Cumulative gifts of $1 million or more
Joan and Eugene* Amoroso (BS ’57)
Earl Bane*
Kathleen* and Bernard* Beasley (JD ’50)
Carolyn* and James* Beck
Katherine and Michael Birck
Robert Buehler*
Dorothy (MUND ’62) and Michael Carbon, MD (BS ’62)
Norma* and Bruce* Carroll (MD ’44)
The Caveney Family
Maude* and John* Clarke
Loretta and William* Cearley (BS ’50) / Jones & Cleary Roofing & Sheet Metal Fund
Nancy and Frank Considine (PhB ’43)
Linda (BS ’75, MA ’77) and Kevin Conway (BA ’73, JD ’76)
Barbara and John Cooney (JD ’79)
Loretta (JD ’77) and Robert Cooney (JD ’78)
Mary Dempsey and Philip Corboy* (JD ’49)
Rosemary and John Croghan (BS ’52)
Barbara (BS ’64, MED ’72) and Eugene Croisant (BBA ’59, MSIR ’66)
The Crown Family
Herta Cuneo
Jeanne and William Dale
Lenore* and Keith* DeLashmutt (JD ’51)
James DePauw*
Mary Jane* and Michael* DiCosola (MD ’42)
Willouise Donovan* (BA ’39)
Sally and James Dowdle
Judith and Richard Duchossios
Vincent J. Galante* (MD ’43)
Carol and Joseph* Gentile (PhB ’48)
Joan Los Hank (BS ’54) and William J. Hank
Jane* and John* Iginii (MD ’47)
Hollye (BSN ’97, MSW ’06) and Jeffrey Jacobs (JD ’74)
Adelaide* (MUND ’34) and Carroll* Johnson, DDS
Mignon Johnson*
Barbara and John Keeley Jr.
Constance and Dennis Keller
Donald P. and Byrd M. Kelly Family Foundation
Nancy W. Knowles
Cornelia Kulicek*
Rosemary* (MUND ’54) and Richard* Leach (BA ’48)
Carolina Panerai Mandel*
Carol and Lucian* Matusak (BA ’43, MD ’46)
Barry McCabe
Foster McGaw*
Concetta Ann* and Paul* Mooney (MED ’57)
Theresa* and John* Mulcahy
Joan and John* Mullins (BSC ’48)
Walter Neiswanger* (MD ’52)
Marcella* and Conrad* Niehoff
Atie and Allan Norville (BS ’60)
Marie Agnes O’Neill*
Robert Otemba* (BS ’49, MS ’63)
Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)
Richard A. Perritt Charitable Foundation
Susan and Joseph Power Jr. (JD ’77)
Marilyn and Michael Quinlan (PhB ’67, MBA ’70)
Christine and David* Rammler, PhD (BS ’51)
Arthur Rubloff*
Vincent* and Frances* Russo
Mary and William Ryan
Trust under the will of John G. Searle / Searle Family Trust
Michael and Nydia Searle
William G. and Marilyn M.* Simpson
Claire* and Albert* Speh
Katheryn H.* (BS ’32, MSW ’38) and Thomas J.* Stamm (BA ’26, MD ’46)
Jeanne (MSW ’76) and Joseph* Sullivan
Jean and Michael Sullivan (BSC ’61)
John (BSC ’59) and Terese Mulkern Terry (BS ’59)
Judith and Robert* Van Kampen
Jean* and Charles* Walgreen Jr.
Patricia (MSW ’97) and Daniel Walsh (JD ’74)
Dorothy Weil*
Denise DeBartolo York and John York II (MD ’74)
John Zukowski*
Ignatius Loyola, Francis Xavier, and Peter Faber were college friends whose vision, mission, and prayer were the compass that guided the Society of Jesus and shaped the proud tradition of Jesuit education and service. • The Founders' Circle, Loyola University Chicago's most prestigious giving society, honors the men and women who have made philanthropic gifts totaling more than $100,000 to our University. These men and women have helped to carry on the work of these Jesuit founders.

Francis Xavier, born in Spain in 1506, is considered the greatest missionary since the time of the Apostles. In just 10 years after joining Ignatius Loyola in creating the Society of Jesus, Xavier traveled to Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, India, Japan, and the Philippines to establish educational institutions rooted in the Jesuit mission. He embodied the youthful spirit and idealism of the Jesuit order. 

Francis Xavier Society
Cumulative gifts of $500,000 to $999,999

Patrick Arbor (BSC '58)
Margaret Baima* (MD '47)
Helen Balting*
Paul Begich* (BSC '55)
Melvin R. and Randy Lamm Berlin (JD '91)
Bernard Brennan* (PhB '37)
Mildred (BS '49, Med '54) and Joseph Brodner
Jacob Brotman* (MD '33)
Ethel Burns* (BA '55)
Mary Isabelle Caestecker*
Audree* and Donald* Casey (MD '43)
James King Lee Choy* (MD '55)
Marie (MA '56) and James* Cowhey (BS '55)
Mark Daniels* (DDS '46)
Arthur Davis Jr.* (MSIR '71)
Edward Egan* (MD '21)
Mary Anne English*
Joseph and Bessie Feinberg Foundation
Lee and Charles* Finkl
Dorothy* and Stephen* Frawley
Helen Galvin*
Nancy and Alvin Gorman
Dorothy* and John* Gormley
Rosemary* and John* Grant (MD '43)
Rolf M. Gunnar, MD and Family
Arthur Marc Harris*
Judith and Marvin Herb
Marie Herzog* (MUND '62)
Heidi and Peter Huizenga
Virginia* and Robert* Joyce
John Jozwik* (BA '50, JD '54)
Peter M. Kellihier Sr.*
Lois and William* Knapp (MD '46)
Shirley* and William Koloseike (BSC '51)
The Wing-Tat Lee* Family
Jennifer Leischner Litowitz (JD '94) and Alec N. Litowitz
Roxanne and Rocco Martino (MBA '78)
Carrie Miller*
Joanne Cipolla and James Moore
Walter Mullady* (BS '26)
Born in 1506, Peter Faber grew up as a shepherd in the French Alps. He was held in high esteem by his peers for his profound knowledge and gentle sanctity and was the first of the companions to be ordained a priest. He was known as a great listener and counselor, and he became an effective preacher and giver of the “Jesuit Spiritual Exercises.”
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Chester Kasmer*  
Kay and Peter* Kearney (MD ’48)  
Catherine Kelley*  
Charles Kellstadt*  
Lisa and Patrick Kelly  
Patricia Marcotte Kerrigan, PhD (MUND ’80)  
Robert Kerrigan Jr.  
Vincent Kerrigan*  
Charles Kerwin*  
Alvina and The Honorable Roger Kiley Jr. (JD ’66)  
Glads Kinyeri* (BSN ’36)  
James Kirchschlager  
Mary Anne Kirchschlager  
Michelle and Richard Klarcheck  
Elaine Gorszcyka Klein (BSN ’69) and George Klein  
Frank Kneussl* (MUND ’66)  
Kathleen Lenden*  
Michael (JD ’65) and Mary Lou Leyden  
Shari Lichtenstein (MSW ’85)  
Alvina and the Honorable Roger Kiley Jr. (JD ’66)  
Vincent Kerrigan*  
Robert Kerrigan Jr.  
Alice Husisian Mayer* (MUND ’70)  
Jeanne Masterson*  
Mary (MUND ’59) and Ronald Pawl (BS ’57, MD ’61)  
Julia Deis Lewis* and Frank* Lewis  
Herbert Lewis* (DDS ’29)  
Michael (JD ’65) and Mary Lou Leyden  
Shari Lichtenstein (MSW ’85)  
Don (BA ’72) and Terri Liebert.  
Kathleen H. Linden*  
Sydelle Lipman* (BSN ’46)  
Ingrid and John LoGiudice (BS ’70, MD ’74)  
Carolyn and Patrick Lynch (BBA ’82)  
Lenore* (JD ’92) and John Madden  
Wayne Magdziarz (BA ’82, MBA ’87)  
Marie Majsterek*  
Harold Manfredi* (MD ’47)  
Helen Maras*  
Shirley and Samuel* Marotta (BSC ’39)  
Anne and Stuart Marshall (MD ’70)  
Eloise* and Harold* Martin  
Jeanne Masterson*  
Alice Hussian Mayer* (MUND ’70)  
Carol McCarthy (BBA ’85)  
Margaret McCarthy* (MED ’40)  
Genevieve McClevey* (MUND ’33)  
Francis McCormack* (MED ’50)  
John McCormat*  
Clement McDonald*  
Henry McDonald* (BA ’35, JD ’39)  
Robert McDonald* (BS ’51)  
Sistie and Eugene McEnery (MD ’57)  
Lorraine* (MA ’58) and Alan* McFee (BS ’51, MA ’53)  
Kathleen McKay* (MED ’55)  
Marguerite McMahon  
Marcella (MUND ’48, MD ’51) and John* Meyer (MD ’51)  
Jo-An and Thomas Michalak (BS ’63)  
Hymen Milgrom*  
Lucelle Miller*  
Mary Anne Miller*  
Robert Mode* (BS ’51)  
Evelyn Molback*  
Aimee* and John Morrissey  
Margaret* and Harold* Moser  
Rosemary* (MUND ’47) and John* Murphy (BA ’68)  
Gerald Nagel Sr.* (BS ’49)  
Florence Nasenbery* (BSN ’50)  
Raymond Nemeczek* (MD ’43)  
Patricia and Richard* Nerad  
Marion Normile*  
Charlene and Mark Novak (JD ’77)  
Oluf Obeng*  
Nicki and William* O’Donnell  
George O’Grady* (BS ’55)  
Barbara and Sidney Oko  
Mary Alice O’Laughlin (MSW ’47)  
Barbara* (JD ’69) and Edward* O’Toole  
Ozmon Family Foundation  
Angeline Parker Pass*  
Esther Parr*  
Mary Kay and William Pasin  
Mary (MUND ’59) and Ronald Pawl (BS ’57, MD ’61)  
Geraldine Peiffer* (MD ’49)  
Susan* (JFRC Spring ’63) and Anthony Piazza II (JFRC ’62-63)  
Marion Piggott*  
Carol and Hadley Pihl  
Robin Smith and William Plante (BS ’59)  
Laddie Poduska* (JD ’37)  
Richard Poley (MD ’57)  
Jeanne Pollowy* (MUND ’37)  
Thomas Potasz* (MD ’26)  
Helen Potter*  
Fausta Pivonios*  
COL (IL) J.N. Pritzker, IL ARNG (Ret.) (BA ’79)  
Harriett* (MUND ’36) and Howard* Reed  
Maralyn and Michael K. Reilly  
Joan* and Leonard* Richman  
Patricia L. Riggs (MUND ’61)  
Carol Robbins (JFRC ’64-65) and Herbert Wolff  
Sharon and David Robinson  
Violet* and Joseph* Roda  
Linda and Curt Rodin (JD ’75)  
Germaine* (MUND ’65) and John* Rooney (BBA ’69)  
Susan Deborah Rosenberg* (MSW ’99)  
Walter Rozyczki  
Mary* and Anthony* Rudis  
Mary* and Santo Ruggero (MD ’46)  
Rose Marie Russo*  
Donna and James Ryan (MD ’55)  
Linda Salisbury (JD ’91)  
Florence Schaffenegger*  
Loretta Schmidt*  
Cathleen and Bryan Schultz (BS ’71, MD ’74)  
Dolores Schuman  
Isabelle* and Benjamin* Schwarz (MD ’31)  
Charles M. Schwartz* Memorial Foundation  
Frank Schwartz*  
Diane (MED ’60) and Roger Serzen  
Frances Setnicar* (BSN ’56)  
Elizabeth and Philip Sheridan Sr. (MD ’50)  
Esther Mae Sheehan*  
Sakaye Shigeoka (MD ’40)  
Dorothy* and Frank* Shirley (JD ’48)  
Gloria Sieben*  
Sheldon Siegel* (MED ’76, ED ’80)  
Helen* and John* Skowron (MD ’43)  
Edward Smith* (MD ’35)  
Patty and G. Andrews Smith  
John K. Smith*  
Maria Fried-Smith (JD ’78) and Todd Smith (JD ’76)  
Walter Smith* (PhD ’52)  
Genevieve Sokolowski*  
Marie Soltysh*  
Dorothy* and Frederick* Specht  
Alexandria Marchetti Speers and Brian Speers (JD ’93)  
Helen Stam*  
Wanda Stanul*  
Dorothy Stevens* (MED ’57)  
Margaret and Julian* Stevens (BS ’53)  
Mary Lou* and Frank* Stott (BSC ’52)  
Vivijeanne* and Edwin* Sujack (PhB ‘48)  
Kathleen and Gregory Sujack (JD 84)  
Julie Sujack Rosenberger  
Margaret Sujack, DDS (BS ’78) and Donald Sujack (BBA ’78, MBA ’83)  
Maureen and Stephen Sujack  
Sophie Swienton*  
Jean and J. Scott Sykora  
Joyce and Calvin Tanno  
Patricia O’Shea and Frank Tannura (JFRC Fall ’76, BBA ’79)  
Jacqueline and William Tansey (BS ’57, MD ’61, MPS ’01)  
Arthur Tarchala  
Sheila* and Timothy Toomey (JD ’65)  
Robert Tornell* (MD ’43)  
Theresa (BSN ’75) and Mario Tse (BS ’77, DDS ’81)  
Charles Turgrison*  
Bonnie and Fidelis Umeh  
Victoria Vacha* (MD ’47)  
Betty and Jerome* Van Gorkom  
Suzanne and David* Van Ort (DDS ’53)  
Katherine Vogelheim (JFRC ’77-78) and John Hansen  
Alice* and Robert* Wagner (MRE ’73)  
Rita Walsh* (MD ’50)  
Netty and Edward Wanandi  
Lauran and Dan Webb (JD ’70)  
Mary Jo (JFRC ’75-76) and Sheldon Weing  
Judith and Jerome Wensinger (MD ’58)  
Ruth Mary Wheelan* (MUND ’37, MA ’54)  
Raymond White*  
Charles Whittingham (BS ’51)  
Frances (MUND ’62) and Mitchell Wiet (JD ’65)  
Kenneth Williams*  
Margaret Williams* (PhB ’41)  
Morton Wolf* (JD ’35)  
Florence and Francis Wolfe Jr. (JD ’98)  
Melvin Wolfe*  
Wilbur Wolfe*  
Charles Wynns*  
Linda and Jay* Young (MD ’63)  
Jill (BS ’71) and Daniel Youngberg  
Walter Zanozik*  
Edward Ziemb*  
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